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Introduction

This book aims to help you developing a consistent vision of the domain of low-level programming. We want to enable a careful reader to:

- Freely write in assembly language.
- Understand the programming model of Intel 64.
- Write maintainable and robust code in C11.
- Understand the compilation process and decipher assembly listings.
- Debug errors in compiled assembly code.
- Use appropriate models of computation to greatly reduce program complexity.
- Write performance-critical code.

There are two kinds of technical books: ones used as a reference and ones used to learn. This book is, without doubt, of second kind. It is pretty dense on purpose, and in order to successfully digest the information we highly suggest continuous reading. To quickly memorize new knowledge you should try to connect it with the knowledges you are already familiar with. That is why we tried to base the explanation of each topic on top of the previous ones whenever possible.

This book is written for programming students, intermediate-to-advanced programmers and low-level programming enthusiasts. The prerequisites are a basic understanding of binary and hexadecimal systems and a basic knowledge of Unix commands.

Questions and answers

Throughout this book you will encounter numerous questions. Most of them are meant to make you think again about what you have just learned, but some of them encourage you to do an additional research, pointing to the relevant keywords.

We propose the answers to these questions in our GitHub page, which also hosts all listings and starting code for assignments, updates and other goodies.


There you can also find several preconfigured virtual machines with Debian Linux installed, with and without GUI, which allows you to start practicing right away without spending time to set up your system. More information can be found in Section 2.1.

We start with the very simple core ideas of what a computer is, explaining concepts of model of computation and computer architecture. We expand the core model with extensions until it become adequate enough to describe a modern processor as a programmer sees it. From the Chapter 2 onward we start programming in the real assembly language for Intel 64 without resorting to older 16-bit architectures, that are often taught for historical reasons. It allows us to see the interactions between applications and operating system through the system calls interface and the
specific architecture details such as endianness. After a brief overview of legacy architecture features, some of which are still in use, we study virtual memory in great details and illustrate its usage with the help of procfs and examples of using mmap system call in assembly. Then we dive into the process of compilation, overviewing preprocessing, static and dynamic linking. After exploring interrupts and system calls mechanisms in greater details, we finish the first part with a chapter about different models of computations, studying examples of finite state machines, stack machines and implementing a fully functional compiler of Forth language in pure assembly.

The second part is dedicated to the C language. We start from the language overview, building a core understanding of its model of computation necessary to start writing programs. In the next chapter we study the type system of C and illustrate different kinds of typing, ending with the talk about polymorphism and providing exemplary implementations for different kinds of polymorphism in C. Then we study the ways of correctly structuring the program by splitting it into multiple files and also viewing the effect it produces on the linking process. The next chapter is dedicated to the memory management, input and output. After that, we elaborate the three facets of each language: syntax, semantics and pragmatics, and concentrate on the first and the third ones. We see, how the language propositions are transformed into abstract syntax trees, what is the difference between undefined and unspecified behavior in C and what effect does the language pragmatics have on the assembly code produced by the compiler. In the end of the second part, we dedicate a chapter to the good code practices to give an idea of how the code should be written depending on specific requirements to it. The sequence of the assignments for this part is ended by the rotation of a bitmap file and a custom memory allocator.

The final part is a bridge between the two previous ones. It dives into the translation details such as calling conventions and stack frames and advanced C language features, requiring a certain understanding of assembly, such as volatile and restrict keywords. We provide an overview of several classic low-level bugs such as stack buffer overflow, which can be exploited to induce an unwanted behavior in the program. The next chapter tells about shared objects in great details and studies them on assembly level, providing minimal working examples of shared libraries written in C and assembly. Then, a relatively rare topic of code models is discussed. The following chapter studies the optimizations modern compilers are capable of and how that knowledge can be used to produce readable and fast code. We also give an overview of performance amplifying techniques such as specialized assembly instructions usage and cache usage optimization. This is followed by an assignment where you will implement a sepi filter for an image using specialized SSE instructions and measure its performance. The last chapter introduces multithreading via pthreads library usage, memory models and reorderings, which anyone doing multithreaded programming should be aware of, and elaborates the need for memory barriers.

The appendices include short tutorials on gdb (debugger), make (automated build system), a table of most frequently used system calls for reference and system information to make performance tests given throughout the book easier to reproduce. They should be read when necessary, but we recommend you getting used to gdb right when you start assembly programming in Chapter 2.

Most illustrations were produced using VSVG library aimed to produce complex interactive vector graphics, written by Alexey Velikiy (http://www.corpglory.com). The sources for the library and book illustrations are available at VSVG Github page: https://github.com/corpglory/vsvg.

We hope that you find this book useful and wish you an enjoyable read!
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